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Starry actually felt pretty good as the sun warmed his hide. The east was partially blocked by
the forest, but it was still very early by city-pony standards, and Starry himself never aspired to
work the soil directly that he needed to preceed the morning. Stretching, eyes still closed, laid
out flat, he focused his mind on what his ears told him, and he couldn’t make out the sound of
breathing. Of course, that would make a bit of sense as both his companions were much more
likely to rise with first light as this trip called out to graze freely on this untouched field.

Starry opened his eyes to find his cart still against the other two, undisturbed. So he got up,
shook himself, and looked into the eyes of a giant bird, sitting no more than nine hooves from
where he’d been sleeping moments ago.

The bird’s tail twitched methodically. It took far too long, but he realized this was a gryphon,
though he had no idea if it was one of the rabbit hunters from yesterday. Starry suddenly worried
about his companions but even without turning his head, only thinking about his peripheral
vision he found the cousins off a few hundred hooves away, heads down, grazing happily. It took
a moment of thinking to look, but he found the Breezes too, still out flat just over there, farther
from the mountain than his camp, perhaps a hundred and fifty hooves. There seemed to be only
the one gryphon.

Starry thought to look up. There were four gryphons circling lazily, high up; mere dots in the
sky with tails and twitching wings. There was another, something like six hundred hooves in the
sky, over the forest and angling up to the mountain but farther to the north-east, and the upper
half of the forests were all shrouded in fog, and the mountain was a wall for much of the horizon.
But the top third, or so, was clear as was this strip of bare grass.

Starry focused his mind again on the bird in front of him. The feathers were brown, too light
to be mud or wood colored, but not bright enough to be called orange or yellow. The beak had a
wicked curve, with a sharp hooked upper lip, or bill, or whatever the word would be. The eyes
were, for a bird, huge. Even large for a cat of that height, though this specimen would be as large
as pony at the shoulder, and those eyes were decidedly too small for a pony, and to far forward
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for good peripheral vision. This creature would have to turn its head to see beside it, let alone
behind. But as something caught it’s attention for a moment, it turned its head nearly to point
behind him, neck rotating in place, and then snapped back to blink at Starry. The eyes were
bright, golden yellow, and the pupils weren’t really round, thought they didn’t look like cat’s slits
either.

Starry matched the creature by seating himself on the still damp ground, facing the gryphon.
The ones yesterday seemed to speak ponish, so he tried offering a greeting. “Good morning. Were
you hunting here yesterday just as the rabbits ran out from under us?”

The eyes smiled. The beak cracked open a little, but was otherwise unyielding and could
not smile. But creases were implied as small feathers shifted around those golden eyes, and a
voice smooth and clear, higher in range than most ponies would be comfortable emulating, rang
out in response. “Yes, that. Sorry if I startled you. But with the storms halting trade with the
cauldron cities the strip-waste is a bit heavier hunted.” The creature held up a talon, a torn and
bloody corpse flopped limp in his front right. “And no one likes to go hungry.” The smile widened,
the beak lowered a turned just a little, they eyes maintaining contact with his as he lowered his
breakfast out of sight again. “And the fuzzballs seem to like you lot. Run in the open when you
get to close; they go to ground if I try flying low, or alicorn’s curse walk around like I was a talking
horse.”

“Glad I could help, I suppose?” Starry turned his head to stary at the mile wide, multi
mile long forestless section of ground that dripped away from the mountain wall. The so called
’cauldron’ and asked the gryphon “Is this grassy section what you mean by the strip waste?”

The beak zipped through the air, eyes closed as he nodded pretty much the same way a pony
would. “Aye but the story about it is older than even the alicorn days. Something awful happened
and too much magic poured out and this place can’t grow anything but this grass. The magic
doesn’t hurt things with legs, though. Deer, both talking and non-talking, rabbits of course. You
lot.”

Starry had seen deer, especially if he went to the inland houses to visit, and when he was
much younger he would wander through their field and see tall, skinny, heavily fur-coated crea-
tures. Hooves about like he had but they moved like rabbits. Too cautious, too afraid to be people.
“How do you tell the talking ones from the non-talking ones? Aside from the obvious I suppose.”

The beak opened again, and Starry realized it had been closed for the previous explanation.
The talon with the corpse came up to point at the line of trees to the east as he said “Hunters
here have to learn quick, aye. We trade with the deer, and can’t if we eat them instead. Bad luck,
that mistake. So the easy way, pony, is this: if they’re fat, easy only civilization does that to a
tom. But if they have earrings or a scarf around their neck, it’s a talking deer.” Now he switched
talons, and indicated the ocean side of trees, back when Starry had come from. “Too, the good
eating comes from that side anyway.”
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Starry watched the terrible beak tear great hunks of flesh from the rabbit, who thankfully
could no longer feel it as the head had already been separated, he saw. Setting it down again, the
creature awkward, Starry thought, rearranged his wings, and then spoke, his eyes not smiling
at all though Starry didn’t know which negative emotion in particular he was seeing. “Now we
come to the important part, and since you’ve both woken first and stayed in bed longest, you get
to hear me out.” The face dropped, staring intently at the grass between Starry and the carts, and
the eyes darted to seek carefully amongst each blade of grass there, the words of the question, or
perhaps the courage to speak. Finally, after only a breath of time, the gryphon said “What do you
know of the spell storms of late?”

Stary was shaking his head, upset at being flung into this with no preparation. “I’ve heard
something about that yesterday, but I’m not from anywhere near the mountain or its storms.”

The gryphon absentmindedly took another bite of rabbit before staring again at nothing,
which seemed to be located at Starry’s hooves, saying “Bad mojo for sure and no good can come
of it. First the eldritch caused a family of ponies to eat their landlord, and now again the storms
rise. Another abomination has hatched, and be sure it’s time for heroes and villains.”

With that the wings snapped wide, and he launched himself over Starry’s head, the same
’fwump’ sound from all the ground that tried to stick to the cat’s back claws, then covered up by
the whoosh of wingbeats that lasted only a heartbeat, and the creature was away, climbing with
half a rabbit into the morning sun.

This startled his his original traveling companions into full wakefulness; their heads snap-
ping up and then around looking for the sudden disturbance. But the two newcomers, the Breezes,
didn’t stir until the sound of galloping hooves had traveled through the earth to shake them into
a state of concern. But the pterripi both were aloft, legs sprawled akimbo fifteen hooves into the
air as they blinked sleepily, looking for the stampede that woke them.

“What was that?” Asked Fuscia, who arrived close enough to speak normally first. Which
was impressive considering the galloping that she didn’t tire so quickly with no pack or cart at
all.

“Some weird gryphon worried about the magic storms. I guess he was hoping I would know
what was causing them.” Starry had assumed, after the revelation last night, that “ponies at
their landlord” was a reference to the farming community’s dark pre-history. But it might be
something newer.

“I don’t suppose he said how we can climb back up?” This, from Autumn Breeze, whose coat
when seen in the light was a shiny wood brown that somehow had blue highlights. “We’d asked
some at the town of Post but they don’t fly magically, so aren’t hindered by how magic doesn’t flow
evenly out of the cauldron.”

Starry shook his head. “He just said another abomination has hatched. But he was mostly
guessing because the magic storms seemed disturbing to him. Also he spoke like a pirate, or
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something.”

Breezy Blue put her hooves back on the ground, and squinted into the distance, though not
up at the mountain. Even flying ponies don’t think to look up. “Oddly the sea-fairing gryphons
don’t have that weird diction; just the lumberjacks and miners.”

Maize Farmer, at this point, stopped looking at Starry, carefully rotated his body in-place,
and said to Autumn Breeze “You can’t get back home?” Both the mares had small frozen smiles
on their face as they blinked at him.

“We weren’t even trying to test the edge, we got hit with some sort of explosion and we were
three thousand hooves above anything. Which, don’t get us wrong, isn’t the scare it would be for
you. But it gets drilled into foals day and night that once you’re beyond that cliff ’s edge, you’re
just an earth pony.”

“The wind,” Explained Breezy Blue, whose eyes were sort of blue but her coat really wasn’t
at all. “wasn’t a natural wind. Our manes were laying still but we couldn’t fly in, only further
out.”

Breeze picked up her front right hoof to look at it disdainfully, finishing “And then the magic
stopped.”

Whites of her eyes showing, almost hyperventilating at the memory, Breezy said “just for a
split second. But we had fallen a third of the height. Breeze tried to ease herself down but I was
desparately spiralling up.”

Breeze looked over her shoulder at her just-now relaxing friend and neighbor to add “And
getting closer to the wall as you did so.”

Perhaps surprisingly, perhaps not so much depending on what it all meant, Starry had never
felt so much magic surrounding him as he did on this plain. He levitated all four ponies two or
three hooves off the ground, and said “The magic drifts down slowly, like fine dust?”

The pterripi’s ears glowed a little as they folded their hooves against their bellies and stared,
a little nonplussed, at Starry. Fuscia was giggling but Maize just politely waiting for Starry to get
bored and put them all down, which he did shortly, and the girls let themselves down a moment
later.

“Maybe flight takes more energy than the spells you’re used to casting.” suggested Breezy
Blue, an almost acrid tone to her voice. “But we can’t fly close enough to the edge to get safely
over.”

Much softer of voice, Autumn Breeze looked at the Farmer ponies and explained “And flying
way high to get past the wall is extremely dangerous too because something is causing the crystal
core down in the center pit to spew out arcane winds that violently knock a pterriups off course
and straight into the rocks below.”
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“Can I help?” blurted Starry. “Maybe we earth ponies can climb the side and I can levitate
you just enough to keep from falling off the staircase.” This earned a hard stare from both of his
traveling companions.

Very carefully, Fuscia extended her nose to point at Starry, and said, haltingly like might to
if you had just met a mad pony with clearly no grip on reality, “Falling off the crumbling staircase
halfway up that cliff is probably what Able Planter died of.”

This caused the pterripi mares to snap their head at Plantar and blink several times, read-
justing to the light. “Abel is a cannibal drifter too?” came out of Breezy’s mouth, whom Starry
was starting to believe lacked a suitable filter the way she kept just saying her mind as if no one
would notice.

the Planter mare blinked slowly, then stared off and up for answers, coming back with “Light
reddish-brown wood colored coat, dark rust-red eyes. I forget his mane colors.”

Autumn turned immediately to Breezy, saying “I told you that was the hibiscus tea. We’ve
seen it already down here.” And while Breezy wrinkled her snout in disgust, Autumn turned back
to Fasciitis, and Starry realized he’d been calling her that in his head for multiple minutes now,
and these two mares wouldn’t know about their pet names. Just as well, I suppose. Until we get
back. If we get back. Breeze replied “His eyes are dark brown now because we don’t have poison
hibiscus to make his favorite tea.”

Fuscia did a little head-shake to clear all the bad ideas from her head, and squinted at
Autumn, saying “Everypony drinks hibiscus tea sometimes. What’s wrong with it?”

Breezy rolled her eyes and explained “What you have down here is considered poisonous.
Wrecks the flow of magic through a pony’s body. It grows up in the cauldron too but it’s not very
common.”

Maize Planter stamped his front right hoof as loudly as he could into the soft soil and lush
winter grass. “Now wait here.” Autumn politely swung her head over to face him but Breezy
pulled her head aside to glance with surprise at her hooves, which needed to stay in place for the
tall colt’s pronouncement. “You’ve heard of Able Planter? How long ago did you meet him?”

Both mares answered over the top of each other, and Starry wasn’t entirely sure but thought
Breezy Blue was the one who said “Last week.” Which would mean Autumn Breeze said “Elected
a year ago.”

Fuscia Planter backed up a couple steps away from Starry, and as she stared hard into his
side, started breathing heavily. Not quite blowing an alarm, not quite hyperventilating, but she
was clearly upset, though she wasn’t showing the whites of her eyes. Yet. The pterripi mares sat
down to watch, Maize picked up a hoof but couldn’t decide what to do with it, and Fuscia turned to
make eye contact with Starry. Sometimes anger, sometimes fear showing on her face. “I’ll marry
you.” She said, and let her face loosen up a bit, raising her head just a fraction of an inch closer
to a normal height. “But I want to do it in Wholesol. And to live on a farm. Near my family.”
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Starry realized the reason the world was blurry was he was right on the edge of crying. With
the sole of his front right hoof, he flicked his magical ears. “I’m not sure I would have much reason
to go back if unicorns are considered normal up there. I don’t know yet, will have to talk to Able
first but.” Starry blinked the tears out of his eyes, and took a deep breath. “But what if I stay
here with Able? Would you rather have me or your farm?”

This caused Maize to rear up and stomp his front hooves several times. “Alicorn’s infernal
curse!” He shouted. With only a little less volume, “You are NOT making me choose between you
two. You can’t split up.”

Starry’s smile was sort of contorted because he was still almost crying, but Fuscia was laugh-
ing freely, trotting around to the far side of Clown Shoes to lean against his side, tousling his
mane with her nose. “All right you big dolt. First we meet our long lost something-level cousin
then we decide how we get back down from that.” Her nose flicked up to indicate the mountain
wall where, so far as the community ponies had ever been told, is where the world ended.
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